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INTRODUCTION

The fisher (Martes pennanti) is a relatively solitary carnivore that feeds primarily upon the snowshoe hare, mice, the porcupine, birds, carrion, and occasionally other carnivores and berries (Burt and Grossenheider, 1964; Powell, 1982). It especially prefers conifer forests but also occurs in mixed conifer/hardwood and open hardwood forests that maintain continuous overhead cover (Powell, 1982). The fisher is typically found in dense lowland/wetland forests, where the canopy is high. It avoids nonforested areas (Powell, 1982). The fisher is distributed from northern British Columbia across Canada south of Hudson Bay to southeastern Quebec; it also occurs in the northwestern U.S., the Sierra Nevada and northern Rocky Mountains, the Great Lakes region, and New England (Anderson, 1970; Hall, 1981).

Presently the fisher does not occur in Indiana, but historic records document its presence prior to 1859. Records exist for Posey (1833), Wayne (1820), Hamilton (1859), and Allen (1811) counties (Anonymous, 1906; Mumford, 1969; Plummer, 1844; von Wied, 1841). The fisher was last seen in northern Illinois in the 1850’s (Kencnott, 1855).

In more recent years, fisher remains have been recovered from natural and culturally derived bone accumulations. In 1946, a skull fragment with two molars was found “at the site of an old Indian village” in Ohio County, Indiana (Kirkpatrick and Conaway, 1948). A few years later a partial right dentary with a canine tooth was found in a dunes blowout in what is probably Porter County (Rand and Rand, 1951). Accumulating fisher records (Figure 1) were summarized by Hahn (1909), Lyon (1936), and Mumford (1969). Martin (1986) recently identified fisher bones representing a minimum of two individuals (2 R maxillae; 2 L, 1 R dentaries; L c; axis; L innominate) among the faunal remains at Fort Ouiatenon, an eighteenth century trading post in Tippecanoe County. Recovery of additional fisher material has led to the present report.

DESCRIPTIVE PALEOZOOLOGY

Verebrate nomenclature used in this report follows Banks, et al. (1987). Abbreviations used are as follows: L, R, left, right; I,C,P,M,i,c,p,m, upper, and lower incisor, canine, premolar, and molar, respectively; and B.P., Before Present (A.D. 1950).

Fisher remains have been identified from three late Pleistocene localities in Harrison, Crawford, and Daviess Counties (Figures 1-3).
Figure 1. Late Pleistocene, Holocene, and historic records of the fisher (*Martes pennanti*) in Indiana. Solid circles represent paleontological localities; eclipsed circles represent archaeological sites, and hollow circles represent historic records. Sites identified include: 1) Dunes, probably Porter Co. (Rand and Rand, 1951); 2) Fort Wayne trading post, Allen County, 1811 (Mumford, 1969); 3) Fort Ouiatotenon, Tippecanoe County (Martin, 1986); 4) Fur dealer, Hamilton County, 1859 (Anonymous, 1906); 5) Wayne County, 1820 (Plummer, 1844); 6) Indian village site, Ohio County (Kirkpatrick and Conaway, 1948); 7) King Leo Cave, Harrison County; 8) Megenity Peccary Cave, Crawford County; 9) Prairie Creek Site, Daviess County; 10) New Harmony, Posey County, 1833 (von Wied, 1841).
Figure 2. Left male (below) and right female dentaries of the fisher (*Martes pennanti*), Megenity Peccary Cave, Crawford County, Indiana. Scale in millimeters and centimeters.

**LOCALITY 1**

**King Leo Cave** (Depauw Quadrangle) Harrison County, Indiana.

**Materials.** Incomplete skeleton of a large male: partial L dentary with m1 (heel) and m2; L c; partial R dentary with c, pl and p2; R m1; R m2; C root; axis; 2 cervical, 3 thoracic, 1 lumbar, and 5 caudal vertebrae; 11 fragmented ribs; manubrium; 5 sternabrae; L radius; fibula, proximal end; R calcaneum; R astragalus; L, R magna; R scapholunar; cuboid; 13 metapodials; 4 proximal, 5 medial, 14 distal phalanges; patella; 5 sesamoids; miscellaneous fragments (Figure 3B).

**Occurrence.** Bones occurred within a 10-20 cm thick silt deposit on the bedrock floor of an abandoned stream channel deep within the cave (probable old entrance, now closed, 77m away).


**Comments.** Deposit is undated, but presence of extinct and extralimital boreal taxa indicate Late Pleistocene age. Many of the small mammal bones in the deposit are splintered and crusted with a white, chalky mass, probably representing the scat of a carnivore, possibly fisher. The cave fauna is reposited at the Indiana State Museum.


**LOCALITY 2**

**Megenity Peccary Cave** (Taswell Quadrangle) Crawford County, Indiana.
Figure 3. Selected Late Pleistocene and Holocene remains of the fisher (Martes pennanti). Scale in millimeters and centimeters. A. Prairie Creek Site, Daviess County, Indiana (from left to right): L femur, L maxilla (top), L maxilla + premaxilla; L humerus, proximal end; R humerus. Left humerus is of Holocene age. R humerus is female; all other elements are male, Late Pleistocene age. B. King Leo Cave, Harrison County, Indiana; all from one Late Pleistocene male; top row (left to right): L radius, 3 metapodials, axis, R calcaneum, R astragalus; bottom row: partial R dentary, partial L dentary.
Materials. Unit 18B: L dentary with c-m1 (male), lacking posterior portion of ramus. Test trench: R dentary with c-m1 (female), lacking posterior and inferior portions of ramus (Figure 2).

Occurrence. Both elements recovered from floor sediments in the “Peccary Room” below a 4.6 m drop, 42.7 m from the present entrance. Male jaw occurred in sediments of Unit 18B (10-20 cm below surface), in association with two skeletons of an extinct peccary. Female jaw from the test trench also was probably associated with peccary.


Comments. Radiocarbon dating of peccary bone collagen (Units 17B, 18B, 19B) indicated an age of 30,880 ± 500 B.P. (Beta-24801). Extralimital species suggest a mixture of boreal forest and open grassland during deposition of those units. Megenity Peccary Cave is currently under excavation and all materials are reposited at the Indiana State Museum.


LOCALITY 3

Prairie Creek Site (Washington Quadrangle) Daviess County, Indiana.

Materials. Zone D, Late Pleistocene: L maxilla with P2-P4 (male, 794/1); L maxilla + premaxilla with I3, P2 and P4 (male, 513/1); R C (male, 513/4); R humerus (female, 1497/1); L femur (male, 513/2). Zone C, Late Pleistocene/Holocene mixture: L M1 (218/1); L c (male, 237/1). Zone B, Holocene: L dentary, condyle area (male, 214/2); L humerus, proximal end (male, 211/3); R calcaneum (male, 229/1; Figure 3A). Additional material is questionably referred to fisher.

Occurrence. Zone D represents alluvial redeposition of bones and sediments flushed from a Late Pleistocene lake bed that had accumulated 14,000-15,000 years before present, with an available radiocarbon date of 14,010 ± 140 B.P. (P.J. Munson, pers. comm). Zone B represents Holocene accumulation (approximately 4,140-2,880 B.P.) in the bed of Prairie Creek. Zone C is a mixture of Zones D and B.

Important associations. An extensive fauna that includes many extinct and extralimital taxa is under study by Munson, Parmalee, Holman, Richards, and others.

Comments. Tomak (1975) identified *Martes* remains from the original Prairie Creek faunal sample but did not refer them to species. The fisher materials discussed above, and most of the fauna, are maintained at the Glen A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Bloomington, Indiana.


DISCUSSION

The fisher is now known to have inhabited Indiana during Late Pleistocene, mid to late Holocene, and historic times. Fisher bones have accumulated both in naturally formed as well as in culturally generated deposits. Moreover, its remains have been associated with those of now extinct mammals and with bones of such
boreal forest species as *Phenacomys intermedius* (heather vole) and *Clethrionomys gapperi* (southern red-backed vole), which have not inhabited Indiana for thousands of years (Richards, 1986) as well as with remains of *Geomys bursarius* (Plains pocket gopher), which today inhabits relatively treeless areas (Mumford, 1969). Many Late Pleistocene faunas are composed of species that do not occur together today and that appear to be ecologically incompatible (Graham and Mead, 1987). The fisher appears more-often-than-not to have been a part of Indiana’s fauna during the environmental change of Late Pleistocene and Holocene times, though it was scarcely noted in historic times. This is also the scenario in other States south of the fisher’s present range. Fossils have been recovered from at least one Middle and ten Late Pleistocene localities in seven other states (Anderson, 1970): Arkansas: Conard Fissure, Newton County (Middle Pleistocene age; Brown, 1908); Peccary Cave, Newton County (fide; Kurten and Anderson, 1980); Georgia: Ladds Quarry, Bartow County (Ray, 1967); Missouri: Bat Cave, Pulaski County (Hawksley, et al., 1973); Bryjulfson Cave I, Boone County (Parmalee and Oesch, 1972); Ohio: Carter, Darke County (Kurten and Anderson, 1980); Pennsylvania: New Paris No. 4, Bedford County (Guilday, et al., 1964); Tennessee: Baker Bluff Cave, Sullivan County (Guilday, et al., 1978); Robinson Cave, Overton County (Guilday, et al., 1969); Virginia: Natural Chimneys, Augusta County (Guilday, 1962); Straight Canyon Fissure, Franklin County (Anderson, 1970, 1984).

The fisher has been recovered from at least 41 Holocene sites (primarily archaeological) in 14 other states: Alabama: Laws (Barkalow, 1961); Georgia: Etowah (Parmalee, 1960); Illinois (Purdue and Styles, 1986): Cahokia (Parmalee, 1958), Crawford Farm (Parmalee, 1960a, 1964), Laurens (Martin, 1984), Pabst (Lewis, 1979), Zimmerman (Rogers, 1975), and name unavailable, Cass County (Parmalee, 1960a); Iowa: Rock Run (Semken, 1983); Kentucky: Indian Knoll (Cleland, 1966; Webb, 1946); Michigan: Schuizt (Cleland, 1966); Minnesota: Bryan (Lunkens, 1963); Missouri: Arnold Research Cave (Parmalee, 1971), and Graham Cave (Parmalee, 1971); New York: Kipp Island (Cleland, 1966), Nahorld, Sylvan Lake (Anderson, 1970) and Wilson Sand Hill (Cleland, 1966); Ohio: Anderson, Baum, Cramer Village, Feurt, and Madisonville (Cleland, 1966); Pennsylvania: EschelMan (Cleland, 1966) and Meadowcroft (Guilday and Parmalee, 1982); Tennessee: Greenland, Watauga Cave (Anderson, 1970), and Westmoreland-Barber (Parmalee and Guilday, 1966); West Virginia: Buffalo (Anderson, 1970), Globe Hill (Guilday, 1956) and Johnston (Cleland, 1966); Wisconsin: Atztalan (Parmalee, 1960b), Bell (Parmalee, 1963), Bornick (Gibbon, 1971), Durst Rockshelter (Parmalee, 1960c), and Raddatz Rockshelter (Parmalee, 1959). Anderson (1970) lists several sites, though not by name.

In the eastern United States, the southern range of the fisher has retracted northward from Late Pleistocene glacial maxima through Late Holocene times to the historic period, after which it suffered a dramatic range reduction. Hall (1981) presents the historic (often 19th century) and Semken (1983) the present (for the eastern United States) distribution of the fisher.

Studies of Late Pleistocene and Holocene vertebrate faunas suggest that each species responds to climatic change according to its own “individualistic” physiological tolerances and ability to interface with varying suites of food, arrays of predators, types of habitat, and other taxa competing for a similar niche (Graham, 1984; King and Graham, 1981). During environmental change, animal ranges
will adjust as individual units, rather than as totally shifting communities. The fisher has undergone a general northward restriction of its southern range, since the cool, wet climates of the Late Pleistocene glacial episodes. Perhaps in marginal habitat, the "individualistic" tolerances of the fisher were flexible enough for the maintenance of populations south of its historic distribution up to Late Holocene times, where the animal was occasionally taken by Native Americans. The fisher is not abundant in its current range (Powell, 1982) and during the historic period, already sparse populations were apparently reduced to critically low numbers of individuals. The pressure of the fur and logging industries during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century extirpated many populations in the United States and eastern Canada. Since then, there has been some recovery to former densities (deVos, 1964; Powell, 1982). The fisher was eliminated from Indiana's historic fauna by hunting, trapping, and reducing the habitat for what appears to have been an already critically low number of individuals at the tail end of a long-term, climatically-controlled restriction of its southern range.
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